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Structure of liquid ethylene glycol: A molecular dynamics simulation
study with different force fields
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The structure of liquid ethylene glycol at room temperature is examined by performing molecular
dynamics~MD! simulation studies for several different liquid phase force fields. We compare the
properties obtained and analyze the differences which arise from the use of these models. A
thorough study of molecular conformation and intermolecular structure for the different potential
models is carried out given that three of the studied force fields have the same intermolecular
parameters and different intramolecular interactions. In addition, the effect of molecular shape on
the intermolecular structure is discussed. Due to the important role played by the highly directional
forces occurring in hydrogen bonded systems, in their intermolecular structure and in the
macroscopic properties of the system, we pay special attention to the analysis of the features of the
hydrogen bonding patterns present in the liquid. Revealing an overall agreement with the available
structural experimental data, the results obtained show that, for the simulated models, the
intermolecular structure is rather similar. The dynamics of the system is studied through the
self-diffusion coefficients and, in contrast to the structural properties, the results obtained for the
distinct models are quite different. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1340605#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Water is the most extensively studied solvent. Howev
it is surprising that considerably less attention has been
voted to the investigation of systems which in some w
may be viewed as being similar to water. Ethylene gly
~EG! is one of the simplest polar molecules with intern
degrees of freedom which may be regarded as a water
logue. This alcohol, in principle, can form three-dimension
networks of hydrogen bonded molecules since each mole
has two proton donor hydroxyl groups and two oxygen
oms that can act as proton acceptors in hydrogen bo
~HBs!. Furthermore, since one can imagine the EG molec
as two methanol molecules linked by the methyl groups
because each methanol molecule participates in two hy
gen bonds on average in the liquid phase,1,2 then providing
the two subunits behave independently, one will expec
mean number of four hydrogen bonds per molecule. The
fore, both EG and liquid water have four HBs per molecu
As a matter of fact, a preliminary computer simulation stu
of the hydrogen bonding structure2 of EG showed that this
picture is likely to be found in the liquid. In addition, EG ha
one of the lowest ratios of weakly polar groups~methylene
or methyl groups! vs polar groups~hydroxyl groups! in al-

a!Electronic mail: leonor@cmm.chem.upenn.edu
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cohols. Hence, the properties of this system will be dom
nated by hydrogen bonding interactions. In this regard,
might expect a behavior for EG closer to that of water th
to that of better studied alcohols, such as alkanols.1–5 The
hydrogen bonding pattern in water consists of tetrahed
three-dimensional structures1,2 of interacting molecules.
Contrarily, in short monohydric alcohols, the structure
formed mainly by linear winding chains of hydrogen bond
molecules.1–5 An additional effect expected in liquid EG i
the possible competition between intermolecular and
tramolecular interactions~hydrogen bonds!. This competi-
tion is not present either in water or in alkanols because o
intermolecular HBs can be formed in those cases. Althou
both substances~EG and water! present three-dimensiona
hydrogen bonded structures which extend the entire volu
and both have four nearest-neighbors on average, the
standing properties of water conferred by the peculiar ch
acteristics~topology! of the hydrogen bonded network, suc
as the density maximum exhibited by water upon increas
temperature, cannot be displayed by EG or any other alco
Other features, however, such as the temporal evolution
the HBs, which at short times may be related to the cor
sponding hydrogen bonding pattern,2 have been found to be
similar for liquid EG and water. For instance, at short time
the linear hydrogen bonded chains of ethanol and metha
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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are more stable than the three-dimensional hydrogen bon
networks of ethylene glycol, glycerol, and water.2

Besides its theoretical interest, ethylene glycol as a
vent has many applications especially as a cryogenic liq
like other members of the family of systems with multip
hydroxyl groups. Thus, aqueous solutions of EG are foun
a glassy state, preventing the crystallization of ice below
freezing temperature of water. What makes this substa
superior to other polyols is that lower concentrations of E
are needed to obtain similar results. This lowers the toxic
which is of crucial importance in cryopreservation of livin
cells and tissues. Another aspect of this solvent relevant t
use in biology is the prevention of denaturalization of p
teins, which adopt a more ordered structure in polyol s
vents or aqueous polyol solutions.

Computer simulations provide a suitable tool to analy
the liquid properties from an atomic level and offer a dire
connection between the microscopic details of the sys
and the macroscopic properties of experimental interest
these atomistic studies, effective potentials are commo
used. Several force field models for liquid EG have be
proposed in the literature. Computer simulations of ethyle
glycol solutions in water,6–13 in xenon,7,8 or in carbon
tetrachloride12,13 have been carried out. The Monte Car
~MC! simulation method9–11 as well as molecular dynamic
~MD!6–8,12,13have been used to study ethylene glycol so
tions. In addition, Langevin dynamics have been applied
probe these systems.6 Other methods such as umbrella sa
pling have been used in MD simulations for an aqueous
lution of EG and for EG in carbon tetrachloride.12,13 Never-
theless, no simulations of the pure solvent have b
performed to date, apart from a comparative study2 of hydro-
gen bonding in several liquid alcohols and water, wher
preliminary hydrogen bonding analysis with one force fie
was presented. Although the proposed potential models
quite different, little effort has been devoted to the inves
gation of the effects of their differences on the static a
dynamic properties of this system. It would be desirable t
to compare them and relate the different characteristic
differences on the properties for the proposed potential
order to choose the one which gives the best agreement
the available experimental data.14–40

It is worth noting that the ethylene glycol molecul
whose chemical formula isH–O–CH2– CH2–O–H, has
three torsional internal degrees of freedom. Therefore
least 27 different conformers are stable for this molecu
Due to this fact, there is still some uncertainty about its eq
librium conformation, despite the large amount of expe
mental measurements andab initio calculations for the gas
phase. Depending on the energy difference among them
ethylene glycol molecule could exist in either agaucheor a
trans conformation or in a mixture of both~depending on
temperature and the physical state!. Furthermore, dependin
on the energy barrier between the different minima, the m
ecules will be more or less flexible from a dynamical point
view.41

The aim of this study is to probe the structure of liqu
ethylene glycol by means of an MD simulation study. B
sides this main purpose, we devote some effort to investi
Downloaded 05 Feb 2001  to 130.91.65.42.  Redistribution subject to
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ing the suitability of the existing potential models to perfor
realistic simulations of the liquid phase. Similarly, the effe
of the different force fields in the studied properties is a
dressed. Here, we have focused on the static properties
only results for the self-diffusion coefficient are show
However, a comparative analysis of the dynamics of liqu
ethylene glycol for several force field models will be pr
sented in a forthcoming publication.

We have organized this article as follows. The details
the molecular and force field models are reported in Se
II A, and II B, whereas those of the molecular dynami
simulations are gathered in Sec. II C. In Sec. III A, the m
lecular conformation in the liquid is presented. The analy
of the intermolecular radial distribution functions and t
orientational correlations of the molecular dipoles is summ
rized in Sec. III B. The results obtained for the structure
compared to neutron diffraction experimental data in S
III C. Section III D is devoted to the hydrogen bonding st
tistics. Some aspects of the dynamics, specifically the s
diffusion coefficients are presented in Sec. III E. Finally, w
conclude by summarizing the main results obtained in t
work.

II. COMPUTER SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Molecular model

The molecular model used throughout this article for
the force fields considered was proposed by Jorgense
Ref. 42 for simulations of liquid alcohols. In this model, ea
ethylene glycol molecule is modeled using a united at
approximation. An EG molecule consisted of six interacti
sites, i.e., the hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups (HO),
the oxygen atoms~O!, and the methylene (CH2, termed Me!
groups, which were considered as single interaction s
with their centers located at the position of the carbon ato
In the united atom approach, the hydrogen atoms of the
thylene groups are not explicitly considered; they are ta
into account implicitly in the parameters. In Fig. 1~a!, a
sketch of an ethylene glycol molecule in this representat
is shown.

Bond lengths and bond angles were kept fixed during
simulations and only torsions about the Me2Me central
bond and about the Me2O bonds were allowed. Hence, the
are three different dihedral angles for motions about
Me2Me central bond and the two Me2O bonds~Me2O and
O2Me! for ethylene glycol.

B. Potential model

In this work, we studied four different force fields
namely, J, JMOD, WP and HTN. These potential models
based on those due to Jorgensen42 ~J and JMOD!, Widmalm
and Pastor6 ~WP!, which is in turn derived from Jorgensen
potentials, and Hayashi, Tanaka, and Nakanishi7,8 ~HTN!.
The J model is a generalization of the transferable optimi
potentials for liquid simulations~OPLS! model proposed by
Jorgensen in Ref. 42 for simulations of liquid alkano
Jorgensen42 found that the OPLS model reproduces the str
ture and thermodynamic properties of a series of liquid
kanols. The OPLS model also gives3,4 ~at least for liquid
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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ethanol! a dependence of the dynamics of these systems
temperature, which is in good agreement with experime
data. The use of this model, which was optimized for liqu
alkanols, to simulate the properties of liquid ethylene gly
is actually the idea behind the transferable models. The fo
field ~WP! proposed by Widmalm and Pastor in Ref. 6 is a
based on the OPLS force field. In their work, the auth
modified certain aspects of the OPLS, specifically they b
cally introduced a different torsional potential to descri
motions about the central C–C bonds, which was specific
dihydric alcohols similar to EG. In this article, we presen
new hybrid model, JMOD. In the JMOD model, all potenti
functions and their parameters are the same as in the
model with the exception of the torsional potential for m
tions about the central bond. In this case, we simply used
one proposed by Jorgensen.42 Although the introduction of
models with hybrid interactions, such as JMOD, is high
questionable and usually wrong~unless proven to give goo
results!, the JMOD model was introduced not to get a go
performance but for the sake of comparison among mod
Because of the peculiar intramolecular conformation of
molecules interacting through the JMOD force field, we co
sider worthwhile comparing the structural and dynami
properties with those of the other models. Furthermore, s
the OPLS-like models~J, JMOD, and WP! have identical
parameters for the intermolecular interactions, the comp
son of the results obtained using these models will prov
interesting insights into the understanding of the links
tween molecular shape and the intermolecular structure
contrast to the previous WP and JMOD models that mod
several aspects of the OPLS model, Hayashi and co-wor
in Refs. 7 and 8 developed an entirely new force field
liquid EG. In this model, the long range interactions hav

FIG. 1. ~a! EG molecule as represented in the molecular model used in
MD simulations.fMe2O , fMe2Me , andfO2Me are displayed intrans con-
figurations.~b! Definition of the dihedral angle,fk . The figure shows the
atoms involved in the calculation of the dihedral angle,fk , as viewed along
the considered bond.A andB would be located underneath the plane of t
paper whereasC andD would be located above it.
Downloaded 05 Feb 2001  to 130.91.65.42.  Redistribution subject to
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different set of parameters since effective charges were
tained from a fit of the intramolecular potential toab initio
calculations. Even the intramolecular potential is differe
from the OPLS-like ones since it introduces more minima
the purely torsional functions.

The intermolecular parts of the four potentials are pa
wise additive functions which consist of simple Lennar
Jones plus Coulomb terms. In particular, the effect
charges for the three different sites in the EG molecule we
qHO

50.435e, qO520.700e, and qMe50.265e for the
OPLS-like models, andqHO

50.523e, qO520.587e, and
qMe50.064e for the HTN model, wheree is the electron
charge. The Lennard-Jones parameters were identical fo
the models.

The torsional motions about the Me2Me bond and the
Me2O bonds were described by Fourier series for each
hedral angle with the particular functional form and para
eters characteristic of each model. In Fig. 2, the Fourier
ries for all potential models and for the two different dihed
angles are plotted. In addition to the purely torsional term
the intramolecular interactions were augmented by
Lennard-Jones term for the pairs of interaction sites wit
the same molecule separated by more than three~in the J and
HTN models! or by more than two bonds~in the JMOD and
WP models!. In the case of the JMOD, WP, and HTN mod
els, the nonbonded electrostatic interactions were also
cluded for interaction sites separated by more than th
bonds~JMOD and WP! or by more than two bonds~HTN!,
and the 2–5 interaction was also included in the HTN ca

e

FIG. 2. Torsional energy function for rotations which involve thefMe2Me

~top! and thefMe2O ~bottom! dihedral angles for the four ethylene glyco
models. Symbols are J and JMOD~full line!, WP ~dot-dashed line!, and
HTN ~dotted line!. Note that the torsional energy function corresponding
fMe2O is identical for J, JMOD, and WP models whereas the one co
sponding tofMe2Me is coincident for J and JMOD models.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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C. Computational details

Molecular dynamics simulations of the four models f
liquid ethylene glycol were performed at room temperat
~T5298 K! and at the experimental density43 at 1 atm on
systems of 125 molecules which corresponds to a cubic
of side lengthL522.64 Å.

The MD simulations have the same characteristics
those reported previously.2 The classical equations of motio
were integrated using the leap-frog Verlet algorithm44 with a
loose coupling to a thermal bath45 and a time step of 2.5 fs
Results reported in this article were obtained after an MD
for each potential model consisting of an initial equilibrati
period of about 100 ps and the averages of the prope
were computed over 900 ps.

Periodic boundary conditions were used in the simu
tions and constraints were handled by means of theSHAKE

method.46 The short-range forces were computed using a c
off of half the size of the cubic cell length,L/2, and the
long-range forces were taken into account by means of
Ewald summation technique.47,48

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Molecular conformation

The possibility of forming three-dimensional networ
of hydrogen bonded molecules is linked with the conform
tional isomerism of the ethylene glycol molecule. Due to t
restricted rotation about the central C–C bond, onetransand
two gauche forms can exist. Each of these forms can
subdivided into several rotational isomers or rotamers
cording to the rotational state about the two C–O bon
Theoretically, it is usually assumed that there are th
minima in the potential for internal rotation about the thr
bonds. Thus, there are 27 (533) theoretically possible rota
tional isomers. Some of these rotamers are related to
another by rotational symmetry. Therefore, there are only
nonequivalent rotational isomers: sixgauche, namely,
g2G2g2 ~twofold degenerate!, tG2g2 ~fourfold degener-
ate!, g1G2g2 ~fourfold degenerate!, tG2t ~twofold degen-
erate!, g1G2t ~fourfold degenerate!, andg1G2g1 ~twofold
degenerate!; and fourtrans, namely,g2Tg2 ~twofold degen-
erate!, tTg2 ~fourfold degenerate!, g1Tg2 ~twofold degen-
erate!, andtTt; wheregauche(G6) andtrans (T) conform-
ers are termed with respect to the central C–C bond. E
conformer is identified in this way by the angles of its thr
backbone torsions. In some of thegaucherotamers, intramo-
lecular hydrogen bonds may be formed while this possibi
does not exist for thetrans rotamers. One intramolecula
hydrogen bond can be formed ing1G2g2 andg1G2t rota-
mers and two intramolecular hydrogen bonds can be form
in the g1G2g1 one. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds in th
double cyclic (g1G2g1) rotational isomer, however, mus
be very weak since they would be strongly stretched. I
liquid constituted by EG molecules with one intramolecu
HB, one would expect linear chains of hydrogen bond
interacting molecules, whereas cyclic molecular aggreg
may appear in systems with EG molecules with two intram
Downloaded 05 Feb 2001  to 130.91.65.42.  Redistribution subject to
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lecular HBs. In the remaining situations, on the contrary, o
expects three-dimensional networks of hydrogen bon
molecules.

As remarked previously, there is still some uncertain
about the equilibrium conformation of the ethylene glyc
molecule, even though there is a great amount of experim
tal measurements and theoretical calculations on the
phase. From electron diffraction measurements carried
on the free molecule, Bastiansen in Ref. 14 reported for
dihedral angle about the C–C bond,fCC, the value of 74°,
which corresponds to a distance between the oxygen at
in the molecule ofd(O•••O).3 Å. This distance is com-
patible with agaucheconformation with the possibility of
internal hydrogen bonding. Yet, not all thegaucheconform-
ers can develop an intramolecular HB. From Bastianse
experimental data, thetrans rotamers seemed to b
excluded.49 Recent theoretical investigations usingab initio
and semiempirical calculations of the isolated molecul50

showed thatgaucheconformations with intramolecular HB
are the most favored energetically, in agreement with pre
ous calculations.51–57 The next most favored are thetrans
conformations and then thegaucheconformations without
intramolecular HBs. The specific energetic order of each
the ten independent rotational isomers depends slightly
the features of the basis set used in the calculations. F
other theoretical studies on pure EG,58 it was found that
more than 30% of the molecules in the liquid have the t
hydroxyl groups free to form HBs with the neighboring mo
ecules, whereas this is true for at least 20% of the EG m
ecules in aqueous solution. In solvents of low dielectric co
stant, up to 20% of the EG was observed to be present as
trans isomer from nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR!
measurements.37 In the neat liquid this dropped to 14%.59

From neutron diffraction experiments, by applying the iso
pic substitution method together with simulation data o
tained by means of the empirical potential Monte Ca
~EPMC! method,60 Soper38 reported a broad distribution o
the central torsional angle with maxima at669° and the
existence of some degree of intramolecular hydrog
bonding.

In order to perform a quantitative analysis of the intern
structure of the EG molecule, we have investigated the po
lations of the different isomers and the distribution of t
dihedral anglesfk associated with the torsional motion
about the different bonds. To be able to carry out this stu
the following definitions for the different conformers hav
been considered. Thetrans conformation is defined by the
range 120°<fk,240° whereas thegaucheconformations
are defined by the ranges 0°<fk,120° (g1) and 240°
<fk,360° (g2) for the OPLS-like models. In the case o
the HTN model, we have adopted the definitions propose
Ref. 8, which are given by the following ranges: 144°<fk

,216°, trans; 0°<fk,72° (g1), and 288°<fk,360°
(g2), gauche; 72°<fk,144° (e1) and 216°<fk,288°
(e2), eclipsed. In all cases, dihedral anglesfk , which in-
volve consecutive sitesA, B, C, and D, are defined by the
angle between theABC plane and theBCD plane@see Fig.
1~b!#. For the three possible dihedral angles in the EG m
ecule, the situations displayed in Fig. 1~b! are the following:
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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fO2Me angle,A5HO, B5O, C5Me, andD5Me; fMe2Me

angle, A5O, B5Me, C5Me, and D5O; fMe2O angle,
A5Me, B5Me, C5O, andD5HO.

The molecular structure~molecular shape! has been
studied through the analysis of several quantities. The di
bution of dihedral angles,S(fk), for motions about the
Me2Me and Me2O ~or, equivalently, O2Me! bonds has
been computed and is plotted in Fig. 3. The percentage
the different conformers are compared in Table I for t
OPLS-like models and the results for the HTN model a
summarized in Table II. An analysis of the distribution of t
populations of each of the ten nonequivalent rotamers
also been performed and the results are compared in Tab
and III for the OPLS-like models. It is worth pointing ou
that there are more than ten nonequivalent rotamers for
HTN model due to the additionaleclipsedform, which is not
found in the other three models. In general, the intramole
lar structure is quite different for all the models because
the different form of the intramolecular interactions.

The four models give fairly different results for the to
sional motions about the central bond, Me2Me. All the
S(fk) distributions for the OPLS-like models show a cent
peak and two mirror-image peaks~Fig. 3! corresponding to a
transand the twogaucheconformations, respectively. In ad

FIG. 3. Dihedral angle distribution for the torsional motions about
Me2Me ~top! and Me2O ~bottom! bonds. Due to symmetry, results fo
S(fMe2O) andS(fO2Me) have been averaged.
Downloaded 05 Feb 2001  to 130.91.65.42.  Redistribution subject to
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dition to these features, for the HTN model there are t
extra peaks in the region corresponding to theeclipsedcon-
formation for all the dihedral angles. These results were
pected since each peak corresponds to the appropriate m
mum in the torsional potential function~Fig. 2!. The
symmetry obtained for the calculatedS(fk) distributions
~data not shown! is evidence that the conformational equilib
rium has been reached in all the simulations. In Fig. 3,
plotted results were obtained after averaging the curves a
their symmetry axis.

Concerning the population of the different conform
tions of thefMe2Me dihedral angle, the percentage ofgauche
conformers~45.2%! is slightly lower than the percentage o
trans conformers for the WP model. In the case of the
model, most of the molecules adopt agaucheconformation
and only about 5% of the molecules remain in atrans state.
Conversely, in the JMOD model, the majority of molecul
have atransconformation and the percentage ofgauchecon-
formers is less than 5%. For the HTN model, the percent
of trans conformers~58%! is similar to that found for the
WP model. The percentage ofgaucheconformers is greate
than that ofeclipsedconformers and lower than that oftrans
conformers for this~HTN! model. With regard to the popu
lations of thefMe2O dihedral angles, the percentages
trans conformers~ranging from 51.8% for J to 68.4% fo
JMOD! are greater than those observed for thegauchecon-
formers for all the OPLS-like models. The largest differenc
betweengaucheand trans populations are observed in th
JMOD model, whereas the J model show quite similar po
lations for both states. In the case of the HTN model,
percentage ofgauche conformers is greater than that o
eclipsedconformers and the percentage oftrans conformers
is less than 2%.

As observed previously for the populations of the diffe
ent conformations, the position of the maxima of theS(fk)
functions and their widths are dependent on the poten
model considered, especially in the case of thefMe2Me di-
hedral angle. Thegauchemaxima are located at about660°
for the J model whereas they are shifted to larger angles~in
absolute value! for the WP model~;675°! and to even
greater angles for the JMOD model~;680°!. The positions
of the maxima corresponding to thegaucheconformation
correspond to smaller angles for the HTN model~;650°!

TABLE II. Percentages ofgaucheandeclipsedconformers for thefMe2Me

andfMe2O dihedral angles computed for the HTN model.

Model g ~Me–Me! e ~Me–Me! g ~Me–O! e ~Me–O!

HTN 32.5 9.3 55.5 43.2
TABLE I. Population of the different isomers and percentages of conformers for Me2Me and Me2O dihedral
angles for the OPLS-like models.Gaucheconformation.

Model g2G2g2 tG2g2 g1G2g2 tG2t g1G2t g1G2g1 Me2Me Me2O

J 9.7 47.6 7.4 27.0 0.2 3.7 94.8 48.2
JMOD ,0.1 0.3 0.2 0.9 1.7 0.3 3.4 31.6
WP 0.5 4.0 3.4 10.6 21.7 4.8 45.2 37.1
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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than those found for the J model. On the contrary, the p
corresponding to thetransconformation is always located a
180° due to symmetry. The widths of the maxima are c
siderably different for all the models. Thegauchemaxima
are wider for the J and JMOD models~;30°! than for the
WP and HTN models~;20°!. This situation change for the
transmaximum. For this conformation, the widest maximu
is observed for the WP~;50°! model while we obtained
similar widths for the J and JMOD models~;30°! and the
narrowest maximum was found for the HTN model~;15°!.
The distributions of thefMe2O dihedral angles are quit
broad for all the force fields and the maxima are located
similar positions for the OPLS-like models. In the case of
HTN model, the distributions are narrower. The existence
nonzero minima between the diverse maxima for both di
drals indicates the presence of transitions among the diffe
conformations. It is interesting to note that, for instance,
the fMe2Me dihedral angle, the curve in the case of the W
model presents more transitions than in any other mo
which indicates a more pronounced flexibility.61

The populations of the different rotamers are reported
Tables I and III for the OPLS-like force fields. The mo
unfolded conformations are preferred by the JMOD and W
models (tTt and tTg2) whereas the most folded geometri
are more probably displayed by the WP (g1G2t) and J
(g1G2g2) models. In particular, for the J model, the mo
probable conformations are the following:tG2g2, with a
population corresponding to about half of the molecules,
g1G2g2. Moreover, 11.3% of molecules have a conform
tion where one~7.6%! or two intramolecular HBs might be
found. For molecules interacting via the JMOD potenti
however, the most populated states aretTt andtTg2, where
intramolecular hydrogen bonding is not possible. For the W
model, however, the isomers with significant populations
tTt, tTg2, andg1G2t. In the latter model, about 30% o
the molecules have a conformation where one~25.1%! or
two intramolecular HBs might be found. The comparis
between JMOD and WP models~Table I! indicates an in-
crease~preference! of the gaucheconformation population
about the Me–O bonds when the Me–Me dihedrals ado
gaucheconformation. This preference is consistent with
vorable intramolecular interactions and the possible form
tion of intramolecular HBs inG6g7 ~or g6G7) conforma-
tions, which is impossible inG6t ~or tG7) conformations.
Actually, this increase in the population ofgaucheMe–O
conformations when the Me–Me conformation isgauche
leads to a considerable increase in the population of
g1G2t rotamer~which has the possibility of formation o
one intramolecular HB! for the WP model~21.7%! compared
to the JMOD model~1.7%!.

TABLE III. Population of the different isomers for the OPLS-like potenti
models.Transconformation.

Model g2Tg2 tTg2 g1Tg2 tTt

J 2.5 1.8 ,0.1 ,0.1
JMOD 4.1 41.9 5.1 45.5
WP 2.1 21.0 2.8 28.9
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In conclusion, J, WP, and HTN models agree reasona
well with the experimental data, although the HTN mod
differs from the usual conformational considerations. T
gauchemaxima of the J and HTN models are located
angles somewhat smaller than those expected from the a
able experimental data, i.e.,674° for the gas phase as ob
tained by electron diffraction measurements;14 whereas the
WP model gives results very close to experiments. Never
less, the values obtained for the J model agree with th
reported from empirical simulations38 of liquid EG ~665°!.
These empirical calculations, however, show quite bro
maxima. The J and WP models, in addition, give reasona
values for the populations of thosegaucheconformations
about the Me–Me bond with the possibility of intramolecul
HBs, which were predicted to be the most favorable en
getically from theoretical calculations. Finally, even thou
the JMOD model gives completely unreasonable results
the molecular conformation of the EG molecule, as expec
its distinctive intramolecular structure will be very useful f
the sake of further comparison between the models, e
cially to address issues such as the molecular shape influ
upon the intermolecular structure of the liquid.

B. Intermolecular radial distribution functions

Radial distribution functions~RDFs! provide an impor-
tant description of the structure in a liquid. In the case
ethylene glycol, due to symmetry and to the consideration
only three different sites in the molecule~two hydroxyl hy-
drogen atoms, two oxygen atoms, and two methyle
groups!, only six nonequivalent site–site radial distributio
functions, namely,gHH(r ), gOO(r ), gMeMe(r ), gOH(r ),
gOMe(r ), and gHMe(r ), exist. The six site–site RDFs hav
been computed for all the potential models studied and f
of them, specifically, gOO(r ), gOH(r ), gMeMe(r ), and
gMeH(r ), are plotted in Fig. 4. ThegHH(r ) function is shown
at the top of Fig. 5. Notice that in hydrogen bonded liqui
the most structured and interesting RDFs are those involv
the oxygen and hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups.
observed an overall agreement of the results obtained for
RDFs of the four simulated systems. This is the case even
the HTN potential for which a different set of effectiv
charges was used. For those RDFs involving hydrogen
oxygen atoms, the largest deviations from the general c
acteristics are observed for the J model. As a general tr
thesegab(r ) for the J model show lower maxima and le
deep minima located at the same positions as those for
other OPLS-like models and even those for the HTN mo
@except for thegHH(r ) function whose first maximum is
shifted to larger distances for the HTN model#. The main
discrepancies among the models are observed only bey
the first peak. The higher values for thegab(r ) for O–O and
O–H at the first minima indicate that the first coordinati
shell is less well-defined for the J model than for the othe
The effect of the intramolecular conformation on the inte
molecular structure is particularly evident in this case. T
fact that most of the molecules interacting through the J
tential adopt agaucheconformation affects the hydroge
bonding structure by weakening the HBs. Thegauchecon-
formation constrains the O–O intramolecular distances
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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their closest values so it is more difficult to accommodate
two expected intermolecular HBs per hydroxyl group due
steric hindrance. In the models with mostlytrans or mixed
conformations, the hydroxyl groups are more free and
more easily rearrange and promote more favorable hydro
bonding interactions with less steric encumbrance. C
versely, when thosegab(r ) involving the Me atoms and ei
ther H or O are examined, the greatest discrepancies

FIG. 4. From left to right: partial site–site radial distribution functions f
MeH and OO~top!; partial site–site radial distribution functions for MeM
and OH~bottom!. Simulated curves for the four potentials are given. Sy
bols are J~solid line!, JMOD ~long dashed line!, WP ~dot-dashed line!, and
HTN ~dotted line!.

FIG. 5. SimulatedgXX
(inter)(r ), gXH

(inter)(r ), and gHH
(inter)(r ) functions, as de-

scribed in the text, for the four potentials.gXH
(inter)(r ) andgHH

(inter)(r ) curves are
shifted vertically with regard togXX

(inter)(r ) by a constant of 1.0 and 2.0
respectively.
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found for the HTN model. This is due to the almost nu
charge located at the Me position in HTN. It is remarkab
however, that we find no difference among the models
gMeMe(r ). In fact, thegMeMe(r ) obtained for EG is rather
similar to thegMeOMeO

(r ) we previously obtained for liquid
ethanol (MeC2MeO2O2HO) with the OPLS potentials~see
Ref. 3, Fig. 4!. This suggests a similar packing of Me–M
groups in liquid EG at room temperature and MeOMeO

groups in ethanol, mainly governed by the short-range in
actions evidenced by the absence of any effect in theg(r )
upon changing the effective charges on the Me sites or u
variation of the molecular shape. Note, however, the stro
influence of the different set of charges on thegMeH(r ) ~Fig.
4! andgMeO(r ) ~data not shown!, whereas the differences i
molecular shape have only a very minor effect.

We have studied the radial distribution functions of t
molecular centers-of-mass and the molecular orientation
the liquid. The orientational correlations in molecular liqui
can be analyzed through the functions62

Gl~r !5^Pl@cosq~r !#&, ~1!

where Pl is the l th Legendre polynomial andq(r ) is the
angle between the dipole moments of two molecules wh
centers-of-mass are located at a distancer. We have calcu-
latedGl for l 51 and 2 and the results obtained are shown
Fig. 6. The radial distribution function of the molecula
centers-of-mass is also shown in Fig. 6 for the four mod
In general, the computedGl functions show a fast decay o
the orientational correlations when the distance between
lecular centers-of-mass increases. Thus, we have found
for distances greater that the maximum of theg(r ) for the
molecular centers-of-mass~see Fig. 6, bottom! the correla-
tions fade out, whereas for smaller distances@see plot for
G1(r )# the tendency of neighboring molecules is to orie
their dipole moments in the same direction, indicated by
positive values ofG1. This parallel orientation of the mo
lecular dipoles for neighboring molecules is also found
water and short alkanols.1,3 In the case of WP, however
molecules whose centers-of-mass are separated by 324 Å
have molecular dipoles pointing in opposite directio
~shown by the negativeG1 values!. Concerning the radia
distribution function of the molecular centers-of-mass,
main feature for all the potentials is the broad first maximu
at about 4.9 Å and the first minimum at 6.7 Å. Differenc
appear for the J model for which a small maximum at ab
3.4 Å is present and the first peak, which now is lower th
that of the JMOD, WP, and HTN models, is split into tw
This evidences again the effect of molecular conformat
on the intermolecular structure. Specifically, the similarit
between models with mostlytrans conformations and with
mixed trans/gaucheconformations and the discrepancies b
tween this group and models with mostlygaucheconformers
is, in this case, observed in the RDFs of the molecu
centers-of-mass.

C. Comparison of MD results with neutron diffraction
data

Several neutron diffraction experiments on liquid E
can be found in the literature38,39whereas, to our knowledge
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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there is no x-ray scattering data available. Salmon and
workers studied ionic solutions in hydrogen bonded solve
in particular ethylene glycol and glycerol.40 In the case of
EG, the total structure factor of a fully deuterated sam
(D2O2CD22CD22O2D) was also obtained by th
authors.39 The method of H/D isotopic substitution was us
by Soper38 to obtain several radial distribution functions aft
performing experiments on three different samples of E
~1! a fully deuterated sample (D2O2CD22CD22O2D),
~2! a sample with protonated hydroxyl hydrogens and w
hydrogens in the methyl groups fully deuterated (H2O
2CD22CD22O2H), and~3! an equimolar mixture of~1!
and ~2!. In this method, by analyzing separately solutio
with the same stoichiometry but with different isotopic com
positions, it is possible to identify the different correlatio
involving the isotopically substituted sites from the compl
diffraction pattern. In our case, the hydrogen atoms~H! in
the EG molecule are substituted by deuterium atoms~D! at
different positions. Following this procedure, three indep
dent distribution functions were obtained from the thr
samples, namely,gHH(r ), gXH(r ), and gXX(r ),38 where H

FIG. 6. Radial distribution function of the molecular center-of-mass a
orientational correlation functions@Gl(r ), l 51,2] for the four studied mod-
els. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 4.
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corresponds to the hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl gro
and X corresponds to all the atoms in the EG molecule
cept the hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl groups.

In order to compare our results with the latter expe
mental data we have obtained the radial distribution fu
tions gHH(r ), gXH(r ), and gXX(r ) in terms of the partial
site–site radial distribution functions,gab(r ), computed dur-
ing the simulations. Notice that the structure factors obtain
experimentally contain correlations among atoms in differ
molecules~intermolecular! as well as within the same mol
ecule ~intramolecular!. In Fig. 5, the results obtained from
the simulations for thegHH

(inter)(r ), gXH
(inter)(r ), and gXX

(inter)(r )
distribution functions, which involve only intermolecula
correlations, are plotted. Explicitly, these functions are giv
by

gXH
(inter)~r !511

1

cXbX
(

bPX
cbbb~gHb

(inter)~r !21!, ~2!

and

gXX
(inter)~r !511

1

cX
2bX

2 (
a,bPX

cacbbabb~gab
(inter)~r !21!,

~3!

where all thegab
(inter)(r ) andgHH

(inter)(r ) are the intermolecular
partial site–site RDFs computed during the MD simulatio
which were discussed in the previous section. ThecX andbX

quantities are defined by

cX5 (
aÞH

ca and bX5 (
aÞH

caba /cX , ~4!

In the case of thegXX
(inter)(r )function ~Fig. 5, bottom!, the

four models give practically the same result. To compare
results with the experiments~see Ref. 38!, it should be noted
that these neutron scattering data also include the intra
lecular correlations whose main contributions are those

d

 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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to the nearest-neighbor~n! and next-nearest-neighbor~nn!
atoms within the molecule~peaks located at,n: r MC51.0 Å,
r OC51.4 Å, r CC51.5 Å, r MM51.7 Å, andr MO52.0 Å; and
nn: r MC52.1 Å andr OC52.4 Å!.63 For thegXH

(inter)(r ) curves,
all the OPLS-like potential models give similar resu
whereas the HTN model is somewhat different at interme
ate distances. This is due to the discrepancies found in
gMeH(r ) function ~Fig. 4! in the previous section. Howeve
as in the case of thegXX(r ) functions, there is an overla
between intramolecular and intermolecular correlations fr
2 to 4.4 Å and the peaks due to nearest-neighbor and n
nearest-neighbor atoms within the molecule will be locate63

at 0.945 Å (r OH) and 1.9 Å (r CH). The good agreemen
found is an indication that the overall structure is we
reproduced by the studied force fields. Since marked dif
ences are not observed among the different models, howe
these experimental data alone are unable to select the
realistic one.

ThegHH
(inter)(r )function ~see Fig. 5, top! presents the mos

important discrepancies between the models. For the OP
like models, the first peak is located at very close positio
(r 52.4 Å, for JMOD and WP, andr 52.45 Å, for J!. For the
HTN model, however, the first peak is slightly shiftedr
52.55 Å! because the effective charge on the HO site is
larger for this model. The results for the first peak are
good agreement with the experimental data38 where the
gHH(r ) function displays a maximum at 2.4 Å, though low
in height than that of the simulations. Therefore, the pe
found experimentally may be associated with intermolecu
hydrogen bonding rather than with intramolecular corre
tions. The height of the first peak for the HTN model is ve
similar to that for the JMOD and WP models, which is co
sistent with the similar results also obtained for the O2O
and O2H distributions. The height of the first peak for the
model, however, is slightly lower. The first minima is lo
cated at 3.2 Å for all the models but it is deeper for t
JMOD, WP, and HTN models than for the J model, whic
as indicated in the previous section, agrees with the not
well-defined distances for the HBs in the J case. A sm
second maximum was found for the HTN and JMOD for
fields at 5 Å and for the J model at 6.5 Å, whereas for t
WP force fieldgHH(r ) is structureless forr .5 Å. Intramo-
lecular and intermolecular overlapping contributions are
served in the 1.325.1 Å region for the simulatedgHH(r ). No
evidence of a peak has been found, however, at this dist
for any of the analyzed potentials. It is interesting to no
that experimental data show a shoulder in the HH distri
tion function between 1.5 and 2 Å. In the case of the H
correlations, we have also computed the radial distribut
functions for hydrogen atoms of the hydroxyl group locat
within the molecule, i.e.,gHH

(intra)(r ), in order to investigate
whether this shoulder can be associated to intramolec
distances or not. In this region, a broad maximum has b
observed for the J model~data not shown!. In the rest of the
models, this function is zero up to distances of'2 Å for the
most favorable situation, which corresponds to the HTN a
WP models. Therefore, only the J model qualitatively rep
duces this particular feature of the experimentalgHH(r ) in
this region.
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The direct comparison between the experimental d
from Ref. 38 and the present simulation results suggests
more realistic molecular models including other intramolec
lar motions such as stretching and~chiefly! bending modes
should be considered in order to be able to obtain a be
agreement. We have found, however, a global accord
tween the obtained results for all the models and the exp
mental data.

In order to compare the simulation results with tho
from Ref. 39, the appropriate expressions in terms of
computed quantities have to be used. Thus, for the fully d
terated sample,39 the structure factor can be written as

F~Q!2G5(
a

(
b

cacbbabb~Sab~Q!21!, ~5!

with a,b5C,D,O, andSab(Q) given by

Sab~Q!2154prE
0

`

r 2@gab~r !21#
sinQr

Qr
dr, ~6!

whereSab(Q)215Hab(Q), and

G5(
a

ca~ba
21ba, inc

2 !, ~7!

ba, inc being the incoherent neutron scattering length. In
previous equations,r is the total atomic number density o
the system. Note that theba now becomebD for all the
hydrogen atoms in the molecule.

The main feature of the results obtained for theF(Q)
curves for the four models is the first peak at 1.6 Å21 ~Fig.
7, top!. This is in excellent agreement with the experimen
value of 1.5 Å21 ~Ref. 39!. Since MD simulations allow us
to extract the different components of the contributions to
total structure factor obtained experimentally, we display
Fig. 7 ~bottom! the different contributions, with their weight

FIG. 7. @F(Q)2G# function ~top!. Calculated data from the simulations:
~full line!, JMOD ~long dashed line!, WP ~dot-dashed line!, and HTN~dot-
ted line!. Intermolecular contributions to the@F(Q)2G# function for the J
model ~bottom!. For the sake of clarity, curves have been shifted vertica
by multiples of21.0.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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ing factors included, to the functionF(Q)2G for the J
model case. From the simulations, it is observed that
most important contributions to this maximum are those a
ing from CC and CD. Yet, CO and DO also contribute in th
region, though to a lower degree. Since in the plotted data
have only included the intermolecular distribution function
even though the experimental curves contain intramolec
as well as intermolecular contributions, the origin of the fi
maximum is mainly due to intermolecular correlatio
whereas the features found for values of Q greater t
4 Å21 ~in this region the experimental curve displa
oscillations!39 are due to intramolecular correlations. Expe
mental data and simulation results are again found to be i
overall agreement. As in the experiment described bef
however, these data cannot be used alone to discrimi
between the models. To summarize, we have found a g
qualitative agreement between structural experimental
and simulation results, which spans from small distances~ex-
periments in Ref. 38 and simulations! to longer distances
~experiments in Ref. 39 and simulations!, for all the studied
models.

D. Hydrogen bonding statistics

The intermolecular hydrogen bonding statistics ha
been analyzed for the four potential models. A geome
criteria similar to that considered in our previous work2 was
used for the definition of a hydrogen bond for liquid ethyle
glycol. Thus, we assumed that an intermolecular HB
tween two molecules (O]2H•••O* ) exists if the following
three conditions are fulfilled. First, the distance between
oxygen atoms is smaller thanROO

C . Second, the distance be
tween the oxygen atom (O]) of one molecule, which acts a
proton donor in the hydrogen bond, and the hydrogen a
of the other molecule, covalently bonded to the oxygen at
(O* ), which acts as proton acceptor in the HB, is sma
thanROH

C . Third, the H2O]
•••O* angle is smaller thanwC.

The distancesROO
C andROH

C are usually chosen as the pos
tions of the first minima of the radial distribution function
gOO(r ) andgOH(r ) ~see Fig. 4!, respectively. We chose th
same ROO

C and ROH
C values as those used previously f

methanol and ethanol2–4 for the OPLS-like models becaus
the minima of the RDFs are located at similar positions.
the case of the HTN model, we adopted a slightly sma
value for ROO

C , specifically,ROO
C 53.38 Å. In all cases, we

used the same value forwC (wC530°).
The percentages of molecules withn hydrogen bonds

(n50,1,2,3,4 . . . ) and themean number of hydrogen bond

TABLE IV. Percentages of molecules withn hydrogen bonds~where n
50,1,2,3,4. . . ) and mean number of hydrogen bonds per molecule^nHB&
for the four potential models.

n

Model 0 1 2 3 4 5 >6 ^nHB&

J ,1 ,1 4 25 53 16 1 3.8
JMOD ,1 ,1 5 27 58 9 ,1 3.7
WP ,1 1 6 29 54 10 ,1 3.7
HTN ,1 ,1 6 23 68 2 ,1 3.6
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per molecule,̂ nHB&, are reported in Table IV for all the
studied models. In Table V, the percentages of hydro
groups withn hydrogen bonds (n50,1,2,3,4 . . . ) and the
mean number of hydrogen bonds per hydroxyl group,^nHB

OH&,
are compared. We summarize the percentages of oxyge
oms participating inn hydrogen bonds as proton acceptors
Table V, as well. We obtained similar results for all th
models. In general terms, the mean number of HBs per m
ecule is slightly lower than four. This suggests the prese
of three-dimensional patterns of hydrogen bonded molec
in the liquid, regardless of the mean conformation of t
molecule. Furthermore, most of the molecules participate
four intermolecular HBs, about 25% of them participate
three HBs, and there is also a considerable amount of m
ecules with five HBs. Notice that a small fraction of mo
ecules, which is essentially the same for all the studied m
els, participate in two HBs. Concerning hydrogen bonding
the hydroxyl groups~Table V!, the mean number of HBs pe
hydroxyl group and the computed values for the populatio
of the n50,1 states is similar for all the models, despite t
differences observed in the populations ofn52,3 states.

There is a rather small fraction~3%! of ‘‘multiple’’ hy-
drogen bonds, i.e., hydrogens directly hydrogen bonded
more than one oxygen atom or oxygen atoms participating
proton acceptors in more than two hydrogen bonds, for th
model. Specifically, for this model multiple intermolecul
HBs arise from hydrogen atoms simultaneously hydrog
bonded to more than one oxygen atom~Table V!.

We did not observe significant differences when the v
ues ofROO

C or ROH
C or both were slightly changed. Althoug

variations of thewC parameter (wC.30°) lead to differences
in the percentages obtained, especially for the J model~with
broader distributions of thew angles!, these differences are
minor and so the intermolecular hydrogen bonding picture
the fluid is not seen changed.

E. Self-diffusion coefficients

The self-diffusion coefficients,D, for the four potentials
have been determined from the slope of the mean-sq
displacement of the molecular centers-of-mass through
Einstein formula

D5 lim
t→`

^~Ri~ t !2Ri~0!!2&
6t

. ~8!

TABLE V. Percentage of OH groups withn hydrogen bonds and mea
number of hydrogen bonds per OH group^nHB

OH& for all the simulated poten-
tial models. Values in parenthesis correspond to the percentage of ox
atoms which participate inn hydrogen bonds as proton acceptor.

n

Model 0 1 2 3 >4 ^nHB
OH&

J 1 ~16! 19 ~71! 65 ~13! 14 ~,1! ,1 ~,1! 1.9
JMOD 1 ~12! 18 ~82! 75 ~6! 6 ~,1! ,1 ~,1! 1.9
WP 1 ~16! 20 ~75! 71 ~8! 7 ~,1! ,1 ~,1! 1.8
HTN 1 ~15! 17 ~81! 80 ~4! 1 ~,1! ,1 ~,1! 1.8
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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In Fig. 8, we compare the curves obtained for the me
square displacement of the molecular centers-of-mass fo
different models. We obtained the following values:D
57.431027 cm2s21 ~J!, 11.731027 cm2s21 ~JMOD!,
17.031027 cm2s21 ~WP!, and 2.531027 cm2s21 ~HTN!.
The self-diffusion coefficients show marked discrepanc
for the different potentials. Discrepancies of almost an ord
of-magnitude are found for the highest and the lowest s
diffusion coefficients. In the case of the OPLS-like mode
for which the intermolecular parameters are identical, th
is a factor of 2.3 between the highest and the lowestD. The
fastest dynamics is displayed by the WP model whereas
slowest one is obtained for the HTN model. Concerning
intermediate dynamics, the JMOD model diffuses faster t
the J one. Recently, an experimental value of
31027 cm2s21 for D has been reported for ethylene glyc
at room temperature.64 Therefore, the results obtained for th
OPLS-like models, especially for the J and JMOD mode
are in reasonable agreement with the experiments whe
the D value for the HTN model is too low.

It is worth noting that, although hydrogen bonds strong
influence the molecular diffusion in hydrogen-bond
liquids,4 the discrepancies observed in the self-diffusion
efficients for the studied models cannot arise from diff
ences in the intermolecular network of HBs since we ha
found a similar picture for all of them, as discussed in t
previous section. The mean molecular shape also seem
have only minor effects and quite similar results are fou
for fluids with most of their molecules in atrans state
~JMOD model! and for systems with most of their molecule
adopting agauchegeometry~J model!. The model with the
fastest diffusion, however, also presents frequ
transitions61 from one conformation to the other. Thus, o
results indicate a coupling between intramolecular moti
and self-diffusion. These findings are consistent with res
described in Ref. 65 for liquidn-alkanes where a couplin
between the intramolecular dynamics and the intermolec
one was also found to be rather important. For those syste
it was reported a 70% enhancement of the self-diffusion
efficient when a six-interaction-site molecule with fixed bo
lengths and bond angles but without any constraint for
torsional motions@V(f)50# was compared with a mode

FIG. 8. Mean-square displacements of the molecular centers-of-mass fo
four models.
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liquid hexane with fixed bond lengths and bond angles
nonnull torsional potential@V(f)Þ0#. In that case, the dif-
fusion of the more flexible molecule was faster than that
the model hexane.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have examined the structure of liquid ethylene g
col at room temperature by performing a molecular dyna
ics simulation study with several force fields. A thoroug
analysis of the molecular conformation of ethylene glyc
has been carried out for the different potentials in order
understand which factors may lead to differences in the co
puted properties. Our work suggests that one of the stud
models, namely, J is a suitable candidate for the study of
real liquid. The WP model, however, gives reasonable res
for both the molecular conformation and the intermolecu
structure, while the self-diffusion coefficient is twice as lar
as the experimental value.

Concerning the intramolecular structure, the J and W
models give a molecular conformation in accordance w
the available experimental data and theoretical calculatio
where the molecule was found more likely to adopt agauche
conformation. In these two models, we found that the E
molecule takes the most extended conformations in the
model and the most folded structure in both the J and
models. Furthermore, for these models the populations
conformations where intramolecular hydrogen bonds may
present~about 30% and 11% for the WP and J models,
spectively! were in good agreement with experiment and th
oretical calculations. Although the HTN model differs fro
the usual conformation considerations, the results obtai
for the molecular conformation are in reasonable agreem
with experiment.

The four analyzed potential models of liquid ethyle
glycol give a similar picture for the intermolecular structu
and we observed a general~qualitative! agreement with neu-
tron scattering experiments. We found that the structure
dominated by three-dimensional networks of hydrog
bonded molecules with a mean number of hydrogen bo
per molecule slightly lower than four. These two charact
istics are similar to those of liquid water. However, it shou
be noted that the singular tetrahedral geometry of the hyd
gen bonding patterns in water cannot be achieved by EG
to its molecular geometry and the presence of the methy
groups. In agreement with results found for water and sh
alkanols, neighboring EG molecules have the tendency
orient their molecular dipoles parallel regardless of t
model considered. Surprisingly, these characteristics hold
respective of the model used and we obtained similar res
for each model, which were independent of the mean c
formation of the molecule. Models which would allow
relatively high degree of intramolecular hydrogen bondi
and models, such as JMOD, which basically adopt atrans
conformation where no intramolecular hydrogen bonding
possible gave similar results. This indicates that from
intermolecular structural data alone one cannot infer whe
or not there is competition between intramolecular and in
molecular hydrogen bonds. Therefore, it seems that the p
ence or absence of intramolecular hydrogen bonds does

the
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcpyrts.html.
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apparently affect the general intermolecular picture of
condensed phase. The molecular shape, however, has
observed to have some effect on the intermolecular struct
In the model system with most of the molecules in t
gaucheconformation~J model!, for instance, the constrain
of the intramolecular oxygen–oxygen distances to their c
est values by thegauche state affects the intermolecula
structure by weakening the HBs, so they display geomet
not as well defined as in the rest of the models which h
mixed trans/gaucheconformations or mostlytrans confor-
mations.

The results obtained for the dynamics indicate that
distinct models give quite different results for the dynami
properties despite the similarities found in the intermolecu
structure. Hence, the comparison with experimental dyna
cal quantities for liquid ethylene glycol seems crucial in d
criminating amongst the different models in order to sel
the most realistic one. Based on dynamical aspects we h
obtained that the HTN model has too slow diffusion althou
results obtained for both the molecular conformation and
structure were in reasonable agreement with experiment.
have found quite a good agreement for the self-diffusion
efficients between the OPLS-like models and experime
especially for J and JMOD. The JMOD model, howev
gives an unreasonable intramolecular conformation. The
sults obtained for theD coefficients as a function of th
model used suggest a coupling between intramolecular
tions and self-diffusion, in agreement with previous studi
rather than a dependence on the mean molecular confo
tion ~molecular shape! or differences in the intermolecula
hydrogen bonding patterns.
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